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for the children, and set up a body of arbitrators on which
the workmen were represented. Hence he foreshadowed
the leading principles of social reform in the nineteenth
century as well as the idea of devolution of control in
industry. We have no reason to suppose that the Crowley
regime, however exceptional it might have been, was in
every respect unique: the survival of records is so purely
a matter of chance that we must be careful not to draw
misleading inferences from the paucity of evidence. We
certainly get glimpses of other industrial establishments
which drew labour from remote parts of the country, built
houses, made loans to the workmen, and provided schools
for their children. " Business ", stated the Report of the
Balfour Committee on Industry and Trade, " is not exempt
from laws which regulate other forms of human association,
and requires for its success good intelligent leadership " x.
There are grounds for thinking that this doctrine did not
go entirely unheeded in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Doubtless employers of the advanced type here
visualized were not numerous, yet neither are they especially
numerous at the present day.
The influence of the entrepreneur is evinced, not only in Services oj
the intricate pattern of the production and marketing
organizations of which he was the pivot, but in the variety
and range of his industrial pursuits. " The sort of men we
call Undertakers " 2, wrote Roger North near the end of the
seventeenth century, " are very instrumental in the public
by advancing manufactures ". The introduction of a new
branch of industry is generally a speculative undertaking
which attracts those who are prepared to risk their capital
in the hope of substantial returns. We may take as an
example in Tudor times a group of capitalist pioneers at
Norwich, the principal seat of the worsted industry, who ' at
1 Survey of Industrial Relations (1926), 193.
* In the seventeenth century the word ' undertaker' was used in the
present sense of ' entrepreneur '. Thus William Penn tried to enlist the
interest of the ' great undertakers ' in developing colonial products: infra,
vol. iii. 184, 467. (See also Index, $.v. Undertakers.) We still speak of
an' undertaking'.

